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Introduction

The whole world is witnessing the Corona virus disease-2019 (COVID-19) pandemic. India is having presently 5,08,953 cases of COVID-19 and 15,685 patients deaths as on 25th June 2020 and the total number of cases in Jharkhand, a state in the eastern zone of the country is 2,207 with 11 deaths [1].

Since the detection of 1st case on 29th January 2020 in India, there was nationwide fear, as we were observing the fatalities per day in other countries like China, Italy, the US, etc [2]. Subsequently, In India complete lockdown was announced from 25th March 2020. There was high fear among hospital personnel being at the risk of catching an infection while taking care of the patients, and there have been reports of infection and deaths of many health care workers while delivering their duties [3]. In Jharkhand, our tertiary care facility also followed the health advisory and suspended outdoor facilities, cancelled routine surgeries, and started teleconsultation to decrease the overcrowding of patients and attendants in the hospital to decrease the risk to one and all, however, emergency services were available for all. With this step, patients’ footfall to hospital decreased but simultaneously in the oncology setting it was quite challenging as this would upstage the disease in many patients. So, prioritizing strategies were made to combat this challenge to have the best possible management of cancer patients. Also, there are reports of high fatality in patients having cancer and other co-morbid conditions like diabetes mellitus, hypertension, chronic kidney disease [4].

Our hospital has a dedicated separate block for COVID patients’ diagnosis and management. All patients coming for oncology consultation were sent for COVID-19 screening in the hospital. A thermal screening of all patients was done before allowing their entry to Oncology building.

Real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) testing for COVID-19 was done in cancer patients as per the national Indian council of medical research (ICMR) guidelines based on their symptoms, history of travel, and/or history of contact with COVID-19 positive patients [5]. The routine practice of social distancing, wearing a mask, face shield, and practicing hand hygiene by all hospital staff and patients were strictly followed. Regular sanitization of the workplace was carried out regularly. Hospital staff wore personal protective equipment (PPE) judiciously as per the institutional standard protocol. Till now none of our cancer patients were found to be COVID-19 positive.

After screening patients were evaluated in the oncology department for the needful. New patients underwent diagnostic workup and old patients were planned for awaited treatment. As the oncosurgery department was still not operable for routine planned surgeries at our hospital as per the health advisory, patients were referred for neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NACT)/ chemo-radiotherapy (CT+RT) as per the case details to slow down the disease progression and to buy some time for surgery. Also, many of our head and neck cancer and other patients come with an advanced presentation, so, in that case, NACT/CT+RT would be the most suitable treatment. For chemotherapy, there was a mandatory prescription of Filgrastim/peg-Filgrastim post-chemotherapy schedules to decrease the risk of neutropenia and subsequent complications in this COVID-19 time. Also, general advice for the intake of a well-cooked nutritious diet, lukewarm saline gargles, and maintaining good personal care was given. Patients who were on an oral form of treatment as hormone or immune-chemotherapy, they were prescribed for 2-3 months duration at once and asked for blood monitoring at local labs. This further reduces the patient volume in the oncology setting.

Cancer patients requiring radiotherapy were assessed for the aim of treatment. Any cancer patient with low-risk...
features, for them radiotherapy can also be delayed for 3-4 weeks [6]. In general radiotherapy in adjuvant and radical setting goes on for 5-7 weeks depending on the site of cancer. In the current pandemic time, all radiation oncologists are working out to decrease this duration to a shorter period by carefully assessing the target coverage and organ at risk toxicity. So, we are changing to hypo-fractionation schedules from the 1.8-2Gy/# conventional protocols where feasible to decrease the patient stay in and around the hospital and thus reducing the risk of COVID-19 infection to all involved personnel in the care of patients. We all know the non-inferiority results of hypo-fractionation schedules in breast and prostate cancer in curative settings and these are widely practiced as a standard of care. There are recent recommendations made by ASTRO-ESTRO for head and neck cancer radiotherapy of hypo-fractionation schedules to ease this pandemic situation [6]. We are also practicing 55Gy/20#- 60Gy/24#, 5# per week in head and neck cancer radiotherapy, and this prescription dose are decided as per the TNM staging and risk factors present. Patients requiring palliative radiotherapy for brain metastasis, bone metastasis, and spinal cord compression are usually treated over 1-3 weeks. However, at our center during the current scenario, we are practicing mostly single fraction or 5 # radiotherapy for such cases.

Throughout India COVID-19 is in peak phase now, with the present-day scenario which is horrifying with 18000-20000 cases per day with 350-400 deaths, however, in Jharkhand, the per day cases are in the range of 30-90 [1]. But among all these odd figures, we have a good recovery rate of 71% in Jharkhand while 58% of this virus in India [1]. We, Oncologists, know this is a tough time for all and additionally, this virus is going to stay for long in the world, till the successful launching of a vaccine against this virus. Till then we have to face this challenge with all wisdom and appropriate strategies in cancer patient care.
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